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  AN INTRODUCTION 
 

GETTING STARTED 

This guide outlines the key items for installing and getting started with eaForms. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

Before installing eaForms check that your computer has installed: 

Windows operating system – eaForms has been developed and tested with the following 
• Windows XP Professional 
• Windows 7  
Enterprise Architect  
eaForms has been developed against EA Version 10 – although eaForms will work with some earlier versions we have 
made use of some functions which were not present in earlier versions, but which improve the user experience. 

Microsoft .NET Framework v3.5 

This will typically already be installed as part of your windows installation, although we have seen a few occasions where 
this has not been the case. 

INSTALLING EAFORMS 
 
eaForms is delivered as a single windows executable setup file that contains most versions of the product.  The 
installation of eaForms requires administration privileges for the installation on the desired machine. There are no 
other known special requirement. 

The functionality provided by the installed version is defined through the licence key - if no licence key is entered a default 
Run-Time only key is enabled. For the trail version we normally provide a built in Corporate designer licence for a 30 day 
trial period. 

THE STRUCTURE OF AN EAFORM 

An eaForm is defined in a Form Definition that is created as an eaForms diagram within EA when operating in “eaForms 
Designer” mode and used by the "eaForms Run Time" versions of the product. The Form Definition specifies the element 
and items for that element that are to be displayed on the editor form. 

An eaForms Design diagram is used to layout our Form Definition - a single diagram per an eaForm.   The items that are 
required on the form are defined by including "controls" which represent the different types of items that need to be 
displayed. 

Each control will have its own definition and is stored within the Form Definition. The layout (position, size) of the items on 
the eaForms diagram define the geometry of the eaForm.  

At run time the Form Definition is interpreted to produce the element properties editor form. 
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OUR APPROACH  

We provide an eaForms MDG which is used, in a similar manner to other EA toolboxes, to create and define the contents 
of an eaForms diagram.  The eaForms MDG is installed as part of the installation process.   

So the creation of an eaForm consists of creating an eaForms diagram and populating it with a form and control items. 
And as requested provide information that is relevant to the item being added. 

Note:  eaForms restricts the elements that can be added to an eaForm  

CREATING YOUR FIRST EAFORM 

The simplest way to get an idea of how eaForms works is to produce a simple form.   In the next few pages we take you 
through this process.  The result may not be the prettiest form but shows the steps and hopefully prepares you for 
modelling your own forms. 

There are four basic steps in the process which we now go through in detail: 

1. Create an eaForms diagram (1 diagram per a form) - during which the designer is asked for some information about 
the target element/stereotypes 

2. Add controls - drag and drop from the required controls from the eaForms toolbox - the designer is asked for 
information relevant to the type of control 

3. Check out the completed eaForm 

4. Export ready for use at run-time 

CREATING AN EAFORM DIAGRAM 

The first step in creating an eaForm is to decide where you want to create your eaForms diagram and its related controls. 

Our suggestion is to create a new package using the normal EA dialog as illustrated below (suggest setting "Automatically 
add new diagram" and "Open new diagram" as shown. 
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As part of specify the package and “add new diagram” you will be prompted by EA to select the Diagram type.  Select 
"eaForms Form Design" from the eaForms toolbox. 

 

Press OK at which point eaForms presents a dialog requesting some information about the form that is to be created. This 
form is shown below and the designer should: 

• Specify a name for the form 

• Select any relevant MDG from the drop down list 

• Select the Element Type from the drop down list and if desired specify any stereotypes that should be applied at run 
time. 

• Add useful notes - these can be viewed during the design phase and, by default, will be presented as part of the tooltip 
for the runtime form. 
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If a designer selects an MDG then the form contents will change to reflect the required inputs, as illustrated below. 
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A completed example is shown below: 

 

 

 

 

Upon pressing the "Save" button the initial form is presented in a diagram. 

It is worth noting that by default several control are automatically added to the form. These include: 

• "Name" label 
• Element.Name Textbox 
• "Save" button 
• “Cancel" button  

This is illustrated in the screenshot below. 
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The size and location of the form and controls can be modified in the same way as with any EA diagram and use of 
drawing tools can help in the sizing and alignment of items. However there is one notable exception – changing the 
appearance of an EA element (control) using the EA drawing tool does not affect the appearance of the create form.  We 
have provided Form and Control attribute editors – these are accessed by double-clicking any form or control. 

Also it is important that ALL controls remain located WITHIN the form, otherwise they may be excluded from the form 
design. 

Back to the main story - at this point the designer may be interested to note that the basic Form Definition has been 
created and can be seen in the list of Form Definitions in the "manage eaForms" window.   

Normally the window below will be exposed – if not present then select from the EA menu bar Extensions  and check the 
“Add-In windows” 
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ADDING CONTROLS TO YOUR FORM 

Having successfully created the basic form the designer can now add items to the form using the eaForms Toolbox. 

 

 

For each control the designer 

• Will select a control from the eaForms toolbox and drag & drop the item onto the eaForm 

• Provide information as requested, on creation - the information is control dependent. 

• Move/size the items as required. 
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To give an indication we will now illustrated in detail adding: 

• A label and text box for the element name 

• A label and rich text box for the element notes 

• A label and text box for a tagged value called "myNewTaggedValue" 

• A label and list of associated attributes for our example class form 

• Buttons to Update, transfer to detail and close the form 

Adding a control is similar in all cases; the designer will drag and drop them onto the eaForm. A control specific dialog is 
presented from which the user can specify the relevant information and confirm by pressing the add button.  We illustrate 
for the controls that are added in our target form.  When placed on the eaForm diagram the designer can move/resize and 
edit the control definition as required (see Edit Control Definition for more information) 

ADDING A LABEL 

The dialog is presented - so simply type the text for the label and press Add 

        

This will result in the label being added to the form.  The designer will now position / size this item as required 
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Repeat this process for the Tagged Value label to produce the following screen.  Note you can use EA drawing tools to 
align items as desired. 

 

ADDING TEXT BOX 

Similar to adding the label but this time the information required will be the content of the text box.  

The normal use will be to select the required content from the list of items in the drop down as illustrated. 

 

The form will now have the text box - size and position as required. 
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Repeat for the Rich Text Box - similar but provides the option of a different type of text box which can be useful depending 
on the content - in our example for the notes. 

For the Tagged Value item - the content is specified in a similar manner - select the specify a tagged value - from the list 
and press Add 

 

 

This will present a further dialog from which to select available tagged values or type in the name - in our case 
"myTaggedValue" 

MODIFY THE FORM SIZE 

Now in adding these controls the form is getting a little full - so just change its size, but ensure that all your controls 
remain within the form. 

You can use the EA drawing tools as required to size and align the controls. 

ADDING LIST OF RELATED ITEMS 

eaForms supports list views which allow the forms to either display element collections or, if available, present "listview 
gadgets" that list items related to the element AND allow the user to select and access the desired element.  We will come 
back to that later but let us just add the list - in our example a list of actors for our Use Case element. 

We select the Add List View and then select the available items from the list - note this list is dependent on the Element 
Type.  As we are defining a Use Case element we have either Actor, Pre-Conditions, or Post-conditions.  Select Actors 
and Add. 

 

Note in adding this control we needed to resize the form to provide space. 
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With these controls added the form show appear similar to the screen shot below 

 

ADDING ACTION BUTTONS 

By default when a form is created both a "Save" and "Cancel" button are added.  

If other buttons are we required we drag the button item onto the diagram. 

As an example we have add an "Add Actors" button. 

 

The control will appear on our screen and the designer will position / size as required. 

 

We can now finish off by tidying the form, positioning/sizing controls and sizing the final form. 

Remember as a standard EA diagram use can be made of the EA diagram layout functions to size, align controls. 
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The resulting form will look similar to that illustrated below. 
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CHECK YOUR FORM DESIGN 

To check the form design you will go to the "Manage eaForms" Window which displays a list of current Form Definitions in 
the design library. 

 

 

We see our Form "myUseCaseExample" listed. 

Ensure that it is selected and then press the "View" button. 
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In the background we create a temporary element in the current package, matching that element type defined in the Form 
Definition, and then initiate an edit of this element using eaForms as if it were in run time (user) mode to present the form 
as the user will see it.   

This is where you can see the exact format of the form.  You may note that the size of some controls may need changing 
to display properly - these can be changed manually, whilst for some controls autosize (and other attributes) can be 
enabled – one of the many attributes that can be edited using the Control Editor. 

Note – in presenting this test form, as a temporary element is used, there will normally be no other data present.  The 
designer can test the operation of the form but all information will be lost after the viewing as the element is deleted.   
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USING WITH A "REAL" ELEMENT 

If you want to do more extensive testing and then: 

1. Ensure that the Form Definition is set as Active on the manage eaForms list using the "Activate" button to toggle 
status.  [If you have followed from “Viewing” to this step then eaForms will normally have left the form active.] 

2. Create an element of the correct type and stereotypes for the form  

3. Exercise the form as a "real user" 

 

If you want to make changes then you can: 

• Modify the form using the Form Editor 
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• Modify a control using the Control Editor 

• Make changes to the location and size of controls on the form (NB: there are some limitations on the size of Rich Text 
Box and Related Element Controls).  

NB: Although we can detect many changes if you make changes directly on the diagram, e.g. Sizing, location,etc  
remember to update the Form Definition using the "Manage Forms | Update button" before performing other functions 
as your changes may be reset. 

SAVING YOUR FORM DEFINITION 

To make your Form Definition available for others to use you need to create a Form Definition file.   

When exporting your Form Definitions for a run-time user only those Form Definitions marked as active in the “Manage 
eaForms – design library” are exported so ensure you check this list before the export. 

Then to save the Form Definition library press the Save button in the manage forms window.  This will save the active 
items from the Form Definition library into the file specified in "Extensions | eaForms | Settings", if no name is present then 
the designer will be presented with a dialog to specify a filename.  This filename will be saved under settings so will be 
present next time! 

The Design Library is stored in a separate file (see settings) – with all listed Form Definitions being saved regardless of 
their Active state.  

If you got this far we hope that you have been successful in producing your first eaForm. 

Having produced the form it is useful to make it available to users!   

EXPORTING FORM DEFINITIONS 

To produce a Run Time set of Form Definitions. 

Ensure that the desired forms are set as Active as listed in the manage eaForms  

Press "Export" button and provide a meaningful filename.  The file that is produced can then be used by the Run Time 
version of eaForms. 

Although a filename can be specified in the Designer Settings, the designer is can be prompted so they can override with 
a name that is meaningful to the target users as they produce different sets of Form Definitions for different users.  This is 
an option defined in Settings. 

YOU’RE DONE 

If you have managed to follow and try out this walkthrough you have covered the main features that are needed within 
eaForms to produce a wide range of forms to meet your needs. 

The help file goes into more detail - in particular we suggest you read the following key topics:  

• Managing Forms 

• Editing Form Definitions 

• Editing Control Definitions 

There is so much you can do with eaForms that it’s difficult to outline in a few pages – however we do hope that this short 
walk through has wetted your appetite. 
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WHAT NEXT 

Basically assuming you have a “Run Time Form Definitions” filename defined in the settings and “Autoload Form 
Definitions” checked each time you start EA the eaForms will be loaded. 

In run-time mode a list of the active Form Definitions can be seen in “Extension | eaForms | List Form Definitions”. 

This dialog also provides you with the opportunity to load an alternative Form Definitions file. 

ONE FINAL THOUGHT 

You may remember we added a List view - well here is a screen shot of the eaForms editor we have developed in use.  
We have a simple Use Case element with a couple of attributes.  If we double click on one of the attributes we get access 
to our Edit Actor gadget which can be used to edit the actor properties. 

 

 

MORE INFORMATION 

For more illustration of what eaForms can offer – check out the  

• eaForms help file. 
• Our YouTube site – www.youtube.com/user/eaForms 
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